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Introducing TransDRYTM technology for denim. The patented performance 

technology for athletic apparel is now available for your favorite pair of jeans. 

TransDRYTM technology for denim truly transfers moisture from the inside to 

the outside of the fabric. Enjoy increased comfort and performance, while 

maintaining the softness and breathability of cotton denim. 
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TransDRYTM technology begins by treating cotton yarns with 

a special process to make them water-repellent.  Blending 

the right amount of repellent yarns with absorbent cotton 

yarns creates cotton fabrics that have a lower overall 

absorbent capacity that mimics synthetics.  As a result, 

denim with TransDRYTM technology transfers moisture and 

dries faster than untreated cotton denim.

HOW IT WORKSHOW IT WORKS

Accumulative One-Way Moisture Transport Index
(Positive number indicates movement of moisture to outside of fabric.)

GLOBAL AVAILABILITYGLOBAL AVAILABILITY

For more information on the TransDRYTM
 technology, con-

tact a Cotton Incorporated representative or any licensed 

supplier. www.cottoninc.com/transdry    

TransDRYTM fabrics transfer moisture away from the body to 

the outside of the fabric, keeping the inside of the fabric 

dry.  This directional movement of moisture is quantified by 

an index showing the improvement of one-way moisture 

transport achieved with TransDRYTM technology.   The 

superior spreading of moisture enables TransDRYTM denim 

fabrics to dry 33% faster than regular denim in the laundry 

or on the line, using less energy.  TransDRYTM technology 

offers superior performance that lasts throughout the life of 

the denim garment.
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